Writing a perfect essay step by step (an example)
Composition 1 - an academic essay (opinion):
Problem: Some people state that we need to invest money in space
exploration, while others claim that it is a waste of money and efforts
Paragraph 1 - Intro: (Hook, Nowadays situation)
1. (What is the situation concerning space exploration nowadays?) Hook: Nowadays we
have been observing a huge technological breakthrough in each sector of our lives for
the last decades.
2.

(Explanation) That major leap has been done largely due to the space exploration, that
is extremely beneficial for advanced technology and progress despite the high price.

Paragraph 2 – Personal Opinion+ Reasons with explanation
1. (State your opinion on the basis of hook) Personally, I am positive that
humanity should keep at investing money in space experiments to get ahead and
advance the quality of our lives.
2. (State the first reason) Firstly, as a result of investment in space exploration we
have got a lot of inventions which have made our existing (living) much more
comfortable.
3. (Develop your proof) For instance, it is impossible to imagine our daily routine not
only without Internet access, navigation system and mobile connection, but also
without water filters, contact lenses, a lot of training equipment, insulin pump,
aerospace thermo system for planes, solar panels and a lot of other innovations.
4. (State your 2 reason) Moreover, scientists have been looking into the problem of
shortage pure water and natural resources on our planet.
5. (Proof your reason) They have found out really much about new elements,
minerals, and physics laws, and even have eventually learnt more about ourselves.

Paragraph 3 – Opposite Opinion and Reasons
1. (Show the opposite opinion and give opposite reasons) On the other hand,
space exploration is often criticized by opponents due to some reasons.
2. To start with, people claim that space experiments are not worth the money that is
invested, especially while poverty still exists in many parts of the world.
3. Furthermore, nobody can definitely say if investments are useful and what are the
consequences.
Paragraph 4 – Explain, why you don’t agree with opponents’ opinion

Nevertheless, I consider that space exploration will allow us to establish a human
civilization on another planet as a protection against the catastrophe that might occur
on the Earth.
Paragraph 5 – Conclusion
1. (Restate the nowadays situation) To conclude, I am eager to state that space
exploration satisfies (meets) the vital human needs concerning safety and further
development.
2. (Restate your opinion) Consequently, we should continue investing our funds in
investigation and exploration of the Universe.

